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PRONOUNS (4) Reciprocal Pronouns (06) In context 3 min What is a

It is possible to use the possessive with reciprocal pronouns. Example: They looked at each other's faces. Writing Exercise. 5 min. Complete the sentences with ... 
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PRONOUNS (4) Reciprocal Pronouns (06)



In context 3 min



What is a reciprocal pronoun?



They love each other.



The men were fighting one another.



Reciprocal Pronouns 7 min We use a reciprocal pronoun when each of two or more subjects is acting in the same way towards the other(s). There are 2 reciprocal pronouns: ‘each other’ and ‘one another’. In theory, we use ‘each other’ for 2 people and ‘one another’ for 3 or more people, but this distinction is no longer made much. ‘each other’ is more commonly used. Examples: Andrea loves Jason and Jason loves Andrea: they love each other. The 5 children were blaming one another. It is possible to use the possessive with reciprocal pronouns. Example: They looked at each other’s faces. Writing Exercise 5 min Complete the sentences with one of the 2 choices. 1. For Christmas, my friend and I gave ____________ gifts. (each other / ourselves) 2. We went to Las Vegas, but we did not enjoy __________. (each other / ourselves) 3. My cousins don’t get along, they never call__________. (oneanother / themselves) 4. Matt and Wendy kissed __________. (each other / one another) 5. Heather and Liam went skiing and hurt __________. (each other / themselves)



Speaking Exercise with the Teacher 5 min Use a reciprocal pronoun to describe the pictures below. Example:



To motivate They are motivating one another.



to look at



to talk



1



Pictures for ‘to look at’ and ‘to talk’ from photostock / FreeDigitalPhotos.net Picture for ‘to communicate’ from jscreationzs / FreeDigitalPhotos.net 1



to communicate



Watch the Video! 10 min With this song, you will practice using different pronouns, including reciprocal pronouns. Watch the video: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RDwsEdlSMJY Watch it again and answer the questions. 1. Which reciprocal pronoun is repeated many times in the song? ______________ 2. Complete the lyrics with the missing pronouns: Is it getting better Or do _______ feel the same Will _______ make it easier on you now You got someone to blame You say... One love One life When it's one need In the night One love _______ get to share it Leaves you baby if you Don't care for _______ Did _______ disappoint you Or leave a bad taste in _______ mouth You act like you never had love And you want _______ to go without Well it's... Too late



Tonight To drag the past out into the light We're one, but we're not the same We get to Carry ______________ Carry ______________ One... Have you come here for forgiveness Have you come to raise the dead Have you come here to play Jesus To the lepers in _______ head Did _______ ask too much More than a lot You gave me nothing Now it's all I got _______'re one But we're not the same Well we Hurt ______________ Then we do it again You say Love is a temple Love a higher law Love is a temple Love the higher law You ask _______ to enter But then you make me crawl And I can't be holding on To what you got When all you got is hurt One love One blood One life You got to do what _______ should One life



With ______________ Sisters Brothers One life But we're not the same We get to Carry ______________ Carry ______________ One...life One



Quiz 5 min True or False? 1. There are many reciprocal pronouns.



true



false



2. We use a reciprocal pronoun when each of two or more subjects is acting in the same way towards the other(s).



true



false



3. ‘each other’ is more commonly used than ‘one another’.



true



false



4. It is not correct to use ‘each other’ for 2 people.



true



false



Choose the correct pronoun: 1. We speak to __________ every week. (each other / us) 2. They don’t know __________. (themselves / one another) 3. He is looking at __________ in the mirror. (each other / himself) 4. Beth and I call __________ for our birthdays. (each other / ourselves) 5. Teenagers communicate with __________ by text messages. (themselves / one another)
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4 PRONOUNS 

imperfect tenses, and immediately precede the auxiliary verb in compound tenses like passÃ© composÃ© and plus-que-parfait. Malik lit le texto. Malik lisait le texto.
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Personal Pronouns, Object Pronouns, Reflexive Pronouns - Wooskills 

â€žhe/himâ€Ÿ or â€žshe/herâ€Ÿ for a pet or an object, if we have feelings for them. Examples: Max is our dog, he is part of the family. I would love to go on The Queen ...
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NOUNS (3) Compound Nouns (05) In context 3 min What is a 

A compound noun is a noun that is made up of 2 or more words. It can be in 1 word,. 2 or more juxtaposed words, 2 or more words separated by a hyphen(-).
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VERBS (2) Basic Verbs (01) In Context 3-5 min What is a verb? In this 

1. I am English.______. 2. She has a dog.______. 3. We are happy.______. 4. Alex is fine.______. 5. They have a red car.______. 6. You are my friend.______.
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Relative Pronouns - Wooskills 

Sometimes, when the relative pronoun is the object in the sentence, we do not say it. ... The movie ______ he is watching is in Spanish. ... Watch the Video!
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Relative Pronouns 

person whose car is parled in front of the ... allé en Chine ('1980 is when I went to China'). ... aux États-Unis comptent beaucoup pour moi. Les amis à qui j'ai ...
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Subject pronouns 

Ici on parle franÃ§ais. Here people speak French. / French is spoken here. On va sortir ce soir. We're going out tonight. On ne sait jamais. You never know. Vous.
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INTRODUCTION (1) Punctuation (02) In Context 3-5 min What is 

When we write, we use the following punctuation marks: Symbol. Name. Symbol. Name . period or full stop. â€œ â€� quotation marks. \, comma. / slash ? question mark.
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Demonstrative Pronouns - Wooskills 

These children live next door. c. demonstrative adjective, singular, near. 4. Can you give me those, please? d. demonstrative pronoun, singular, near. 1. ______.
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Indirect Object Pronouns 

Indirect object pronouns with infinitives. If an infinitive (unconjugate verb) follows the conjugated verb, the indirect object pronoun must be placed BEFORE the verb of which they are the object. I am going to sell my car to Sarah. Je vais vendre ma
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Possessive Pronouns - Wooskills 

I live my life and he lives ______. (his/its). 5. We deal with our problems and they deal with ______. (hers/theirs). 6. I have never seen this jacket, it is not ______ ...
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Interrogative Pronouns - Wooskills 

Interrogative pronouns can also be used as other parts of speech, such as ... 1) You should use 'who' in your question if you can answer with the pronoun ______. ... Quiz. 10 min. True or False? 1. Interrogative pronouns are used to ask ...
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Indefinite Pronouns - MAFIADOC.COM 

Everything was in order. ... A lot of indefinite pronouns can also be used as adjectives. ... With this video lesson, you will practice using non-selective indefinite.
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Verbal aspect and personal pronouns 

16. â€£ 1sg: alternation between pronoun nÉ” (or nau) and Aorist na. MTA/VRS na ..... *nia ni = Î²ano Î²ano ni = maturu. 3sg. AO:3sg go. AO:3sg sleep. 'He went to ...
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Getting oriented (06) Asking where a place is (02) In context: What are 

Ok. So I should walk down to the stop sign and take a right at the flower shop. Then, keep walking and past the corner store I will see the library? 6. That's right.
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from Connectives to Pronouns - Andrei Popescu-Belis 

May 16, 2017 - Disambiguation of English discourse connectives for MT b. Translation of ..... four classes of aspect (Vendler) ..... dieses Amt war in der Lage,.
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Personal Pronouns vs Object Pronoun - Wooskills 

Franck is speaking to you and me. e. I eat them. 1. ... My mother and I are visiting family members. 4. ... This is my friend Franck, ______ plays tennis with me. 3.
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The historical morphology of personal pronouns in northern Vanuatu 

used to show the failure of the tree model â€“ will be demonstrated through a case study: the ... innovations in pronominal morphology generally constitute solid diagnostic ... examine the detailed evolution of pronominal forms. .... 4 Bracketed form
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Alex Francois - Verbal aspect and personal pronouns 

1sg Aorist includes /k/ as in Mwotlap nk, but this /k/ is a prefix to the verb. obvious when pronoun and verb are separated: Vera'a. Mwotlap. n s k- an. 1sg. PROSP ...
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What is a recipe? 

Route!134,!Suite!3!!â–«!!South!Dennis,!MA!!â–«!!02660!!â–«!!(508)!694
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GETTING ORIENTED (06) I'm lost (05) In context: 3-5 minutes What 

He is asking a stranger for directions to his house. 9. Thank you! 1. Excuse me. I am lost. I am trying to get home. Can you help me? 2. Sure. Where do you live?
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The historical morphology of personal pronouns in northern Vanuatu 

16. Alexandre FranÃ§ois. 4.2.1. Summary. The table below lists all the innovations ... shows the accretion of two former pronouns: the heavy *nia and the light *ni.
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Personal Pronouns vs Object Pronoun - Wooskills 

I eat 2 apples. b. Franck is speaking to ... With this video lesson, you will practice personal pronouns. Watch the video: ... Watch the video again and answer the questions. 1. Complete the ... Look at the moon, ______ is very bright! Replace the ..
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Time to pay (04) In context: 3-5 minutes What are they doing? Pam is 

Yes, Ma'am. 5. ... Receipt â€“ the paper that contains a record of everything you have bought. 5. ... Cashier â€“ the person you pay at the supermarket/ grocery store.
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